Volume Lab (Competition)


Materials Needed:

·	One large container in the shape of a rectangular solid, or right circular cylinder, or a cone.  This container should be about 2/3 to ¾ filled with water.
·	One small container, in the shape of a rectangular solid or right circular cylinder.
·	1 large bowl, or other container that you can easily pour water into.  This bowl should easily hold the amount of water in the large container.
·	1 ruler per group


In-class Time Required
ü	25 minutes
o	5 minutes to introduce lab activity
o	5 minutes for students to measure the two containers
o	10 minutes for groups to perform the calculations
o	5 minutes for group competition


Instructions Before Lab:
ü	Break the class into groups of three.
ü	Have the large container filled (but not to the top) with water.  The small container and the large bowl should be empty.
ü	Make sure it is obvious (on the small container) where the “full’ mark is.  You might put a line in with a marker somewhere near the top of the container.


Main Description:
The purpose of this lab is to investigate volume (capacity)

ü	Each group will measure the dimensions of the small container, and calculate the volume of the water in the container (when full).
ü	Each group will measure the large container, and the height of the water as required to calculate the volume of water in the large container.
ü	For the competition, each group will estimate how many times the small container can be filled completely with the water in the large container (after filling the small container, it will be emptied into the large bowl, and refilled again from the large container).  On the last filling of the small container, it will not fill completely.  Students will estimate the height of the water in the small container on this last filling.  The closest group wins.
ü	The instructor should make a chart on the board with a row for each group, and a column for the group estimates on 1) How many times the small container will be completely filled, and 2) Height of water in the small container after last (incomplete) filling (to the nearest 1/8 of an inch).  Write all group estimates on the chart before performing the experiment.


After the Lab:
ü	Discuss what factors might affect their estimates (thickness of container, rounding, etc.)


Note:
ü	This lab is suggested to follow volume of geometric solids.
ü	Make sure students understand that the last filling (which will not be complete) does not count as one of the “complete” fillings of the small container.




